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14-5-2020 
Capitalism again. Oh no… 

 
As we all know – but, since we feel powerless, refuse to be fully aware of and admit – 

capitalism is sick to the bone, if it had had a bone. In some third world countries like the USA 
this disease is even worse than in other countries. The capitalists who earn millions up to 
billions with the system know it is thoroughly sick. Only, they don’t reveal this ‘secret’ yet. 
They know the system is not only extremely unfair but not sustainable in the least either. By 
various means, they try to postpone the moment that enough people become ‘too much’ aware 
of this and start demanding fundamental change or start changing the system by themselves, 
by whatever means, by not obeying any more to the laws of money. The capitalists know the 
moment will come, that the bubble system based on a commonly shared illusion will collapse 
sooner or later – or will crack down in leaps – but before that moment arrives they want to 
enrich themselves as much as possible. This rush to enrich themselves is inherently at the 
expense of the environment, of everybody’s impersonal natural ‘capital’. Capitalism, 
grabbing money for oneself, always, inherently, goes at the expense of others, of people, of 
animals, of the environment. The so-called win-win situation is one of the biggest lies by 
which the system tries to justify itself. It’s not a serious argument, it’s a cover-up of one’s 
greed – which, apparently, is embarrassing – and of one’s perverted ideology that’s based on 
the idea that competition provides the best result for the whole community. Running after the 
Dark Ego-Force is the best way to live together. The imbecility of this greed-driven 
assumption is beyond words, beyond ridiculous. Without the system being circular, there is 
no win-win: there is short term win and long term loss. 
 

Where the money is, is the power. Although these two could, in principle, be 
separated, in practice this close relation is a fact. And the power has the weapons to make sure 
the interests of the capitalists are being met. In many countries, for instance, if you don’t want 
to vaccinate your child – with very good reasons – the police comes at your door. The 
vaccine-industry has the weapons. And individual citizens should not be allowed to withhold 
the ‘poor’ vaccination industry – in reality, the pharmaceutical companies are the richest of 
the world – a few dollars or euros. Under threat of going to jail, a cocktail of poison should be 
inserted into our children, to make sure all the planned money flows to our poor companies. 

Although they make some effort for it, by lobbying and so on, the capitalists are 
nonetheless surprised that people, and certainly politicians, so easily buy capitalism as if it 
would be the best if not only workable organizing principle of a society. Just like any ego is 
surprised and – despite its laughter in the dark – even secretly indignant or angry that people 
let it get away with its destructive asocial behaviour, with working against the community. 
It’s just that it cannot stop itself, it needs and waits to be stopped from outside. It’s the part 
against the Whole – and, secretly, the part wants to return in the Whole. 
 

One more reason why they manage to sustain an inherently sick system is that many 
people protect the Dark Force in themselves and, therefore, also in others, in the rich 
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capitalists – they identify with the people who are not truly bothered by higher values (but 
only take these ‘seriously’ when their acts threaten to damage their image too much). This 
mechanism is even the case when these supporters themselves do hardly profit (or not at all) 
from the system that inherently rewards a lot to some and little or nothing to the many, when 
they’d be better off with another system, for instance based on humanness, on a sense of 
contributing your work to the whole community, instead of working for individuals enriching 
themselves at others’ expense and especially at the expense of the environment. This Dark 
Force doesn’t care about destruction. It doesn’t feel connected to the Whole. What’s more, if 
you enter the Dark Force, if you See it in yourself, through meditation or otherwise, you may 
even find that this Dark Force can even enjoy destruction. 

All this should be Seen. Everything that’s Seen loses its power. Hold the mirror before 
Dracula and it crumbles down, the blood sucking stops. Capitalism is a monster. Hold the 
Mirror. Reveal, more and more, the actual consequences of capitalism. I’m not against 
fighting the capitalists at all, but I’m afraid that the principle of ‘action is reaction’ is not 
totally untrue. Holding the Mirror, revealing the truth, is something else. Capitalism – the Ego 
that became a system – is more afraid of being exposed than being fought, although fighting 
doesn’t exclude exposing, of course. 

In the past many good articles and books have been published on the destructive force 
of capitalism. Nowadays, next to this, considering that people are reading less and less, some 
good documentaries are being made that reveal things that capitalists want to hide. The 
courage of whistle-blowers is extremely worthwhile. Also, naming names of the often 
invisible destroyers of the earth, of humanness, is good. Expose them. For only in the Dark 
they can get away with their destructive, egocentric asocial immoral deadly behaviour. It 
happens so often that when the moral criminals are exposed, at least something happens, even 
though so far this is rarely if ever enough considering the scale of destructiveness. 

And we? Have we also become sick to just accept a thoroughly sick system, as if it is 
part of our natural environment? Capitalism is not natural, and it will never be. No system 
based on raising (more and more) money is natural. Which species, except for the human 
being, keeps gathering more and more wealth when they will never be able to use what they 
have gathered? A squirrel collects enough acorns for the winter, and that’s it. And which 
species did not fall when they were so successful to consume the environment they were fully 
dependent on? 

Everything that is not in harmony with its environment is inherently sick, or it will be 
and it’s just a matter of time that the sickness will manifest in more obvious forms, possibly 
in disastrous forms. If you are not in full or satisfactory contact with your human environment 
you may go to a psychologist. Capitalism, in its lack of contact, however, rages on and on – 
without ever seriously considering therapy. The ones at the top have the power to define what 
is and should be considered normal, the norm. And the ones below, assume they need to 
follow, even when the leaders, the capitalists are sick, sick of heart, sick of moral, sick of 
mind. 

Why do we even accept that so-called philanthropists are called philanthropists? Such 
stupidities, seeming details, all contribute to the destruction of the planet. They first steal the 
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money – becoming rich is stealing from the community – they destroy the planet, and then 
they gave one tenth or whatever back to the community they stole their wealth from, even 
though the environment has been thoroughly and here and there irreversibly damaged already. 
Do we call this philanthropy? Really? All these seeming details need to be corrected too. 
They’re no details. They delude our minds and influence our behaviour. 

I’ve grown up in the seventies. Not to idealize them at all, but still I can’t help to 
regularly think: for god’s sake what happened to the people? Why have we become sheep, 
and accept a minority of destroyers to destroy our planet? At the time we went out on the 
street when some obvious injustice was going on. Well, luckily there are still – seemingly in 
smaller amounts though – many good-hearted people who do this, who break through the 
apathy of accepting death as a ruling principle of our lives. Capitalism stands for death. 
Money is death. 
 We must find again our connection to nature, in ourselves and outside of us – or else, 
sooner or later it’s done with us, probably gradually, within several generations: there will, for 
instance, be a serious increase of wars about the natural resources that are still left, basic 
needs like water – in fact, they have already started: wars are usually about natural resources. 
This also means not accepting a system that destroys this connection to nature inside and 
outside of us. The rich (and their families) who, on their seats in their offices, are in the front 
line of depleting the earth will be, cynically, the ones who survive their own destructiveness 
the longest. They have the money and the weapons. The last goods and food will go to them 
when the drought causes more and more casualties. 

Capitalism is not a natural disaster that’s happening to us. It can be stopped. It must be 
stopped. Our culture won’t be the first one to collapse due to decadency, arrogance and 
egoism of a few. We should no longer be lulled to sleep and buy it that, when things get 
obviously a ‘bit’ too bad, like now with the climate change, we make some minor adjustments 
to the system, and there we go again, on with the same kind of exploitation. Looking at 
history, the ones in power are used to allowing a few adjustments here and there just to be 
able to continue their addiction to destruction and exploitation for their own interests. It 
doesn’t come from their Heart. The ego is always negotiating, pondering, estimating, how far 
it can go against the interests of the community, the Whole, before it will be caught, stopped, 
or in the worst case, killed – the rich and powerful have always been afraid that people wake 
up and don’t accept the crazy injustices any more. Liberalism – what’s in a name – has 
enabled the greedy capitalist that are never satisfied to go very far in this respect of going 
against the interests of the communities. The ego always puts words upon itself to delude 
people. It won’t define itself as: ‘allowing people the freedom to exploit other people and the 
environment without being held responsible’, but that’s what it is. In practice, and due to 
basic errors in liberal ideas that falsely assume – or hope – that individuals are responsible 
mature beings, liberalism and capitalism have become synonyms, unfortunately. 

I’m ‘afraid’ that becoming aware, the waking up of a significant part of the poulation, 
is the only ‘way’ to save what is there still to be saved – which is rapidly decreasing. 

Wake up to reality. Face the Ego. See what it does, inside you, outside you. Confront 
it – which is not the same as fighting it. 
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For god’s sake, which childish corrupt system purposefully creates products that only 
last for, for instance, 5 years, so that consumers need to buy soon the next shit-product? This 
system can only be sick. The sky may not be the limit, the earth does have its limits for how 
much little children can play with natural resources, money and with guns. Why do we allow 
little children with their uncontrolled ego to fuck up the planet? Must it really come to the 
point that we should take over their money and guns, for they just cannot responsibly deal 
with them? What crooked system allows companies to produce weapons and earn loads of 
money by facilitating strangers to kill strangers, millions, far away, sometimes closer by? And 
then, with the earned money, with chips and beer or a more refined drink on the sofa, watch 
television showing the devastating results in some other part of the world, in what is ‘not-me’. 

What system makes profit from the fact that people are ill? This is utterly sick. This is 
highly immoral. The health system itself is sick. Why do we take it for normal and for granted 
that hospitals are being sold to companies – and, more and more, other (and, for sure, in the 
end all) parts of health care? Why, in addition, do we take it for granted that public transport 
has been sold to companies? Why do we take it that banks make money, instead of guarding 
money in a safe place as in the past? Why do we take it that universities are not independent, 
that research isn’t, that companies have nestled themselves in research and even in education? 
Are we then really blind, is it really not clear what their one-sided goal is? The next step is to 
sell all public schools to private companies, to Ego itself. Why don’t we sell all the 
governments to private companies? Then we’re done with the whole thing. They’ve almost 
sold the whole country to capital, to something that lacks life itself. Why not take the last step 
as well, sell themselves, and close the door of responsibility for good? For that’s their big 
project that they’ve been working on with dedication for the last decades – with only the 
executive puppets being replaced for the next ones every now and then. 

Can a system vomit of itself, be totally sick with itself? 
In capitalism, goods are not developed and produced after a societal discussion has 

taken place, after we agreed that it serves the community and is not dangerous for ourselves 
and for others, nor for the environment. No, they are produced simply because they are 
expected to raise money. Banks don’t finance them when they have societal value but when 
they raise money. Sick sick sick. 
 

Why do I keep writing about capitalism, why don’t I leave the black sheep alone and 
withdraw in my Heart and simply meditate the world and its inhuman system? To me, 
seriously living the Heart cannot be separated from the world, its condition, its way of dealing 
with the environment. It cannot be separated from the issue if it is considering the 
environment ‘something else’, ‘not-me’. It cannot ignore the question if the system is treating 
a human being as a human being or as a customer, a number, an object, a patient, a payer, a 
plaything, a labour force to make money with. And no, the Heart cannot be separated from the 
political system either. Capitalism is our cancer in the world that, if it is not treated, cut out by 
means of an operation, will kill us, at first gradually, and, suddenly, faster and faster. It should 
be treated thoroughly, radically; dimming a few excrescences is not enough. The latter is a 
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luxury that we cannot afford any more, like in the past, when the most serious problems could 
seemingly be shoved to the future.  

In reality, already in the sixties and the seventies of the last century, one could see 
exactly the same problems as now, the curves in the graphics and the statistics were already 
alarming. There was a period of growing awareness and there were ‘even’ carless Sundays in 
Holland, I remember, which were great for us kids, we were literally dancing on the streets 
for joy. But humanity – the capitalists – went precisely the other way. Instead of slowing 
down, they were accelerating. Facing the bad prospects – sometimes discovered by their own 
research departments – the (big) companies were afraid they would, sooner than later, be 
forced to stop their – on individual and collective level: destructive – behaviour. And so they 
started disinformation campaigns. They started deliberately sowing doubt, they paid 
‘scientists’ to hold another view on for instance climate change, so that decision makers could 
hide behind the ‘fact’ that there was no scientific agreement on certain issues. Or, as in the 
case of vaccines, research data are being manipulated and even literally destroyed when the 
outcomes are alarming regarding safety and health of children, which was the case indeed. 

Capitalism is incomparably far more deadly than for instance a corona virus or flu. 
But the capitalists are, so far at least, not quarantined to protect the population from the 
capitalism-virus spreading itself all over the world, contaminating, poisoning the hearts of 
people. What’s more, it has spread already everywhere, in and outside of us. Even though it 
cannot kill the heart, it can petrify it to a very considerable extent with serious far-reaching 
consequences. The petrified hearts of capitalists are still allowed to be an example for the rest, 
to resonate with. Don’t underestimate the effect of resonance. It can go either way. If we have 
good examples, leaders with heart, this will lift up a considerable part of the population. Or, 
with petrified leaders, as we see happening nowadays, almost all over the world, the many 
degrade, are being dragged down in the same fall – even though, at the same time, it causes a 
natural counter-reaction in the ones who are not dead(ended) yet, who still recognize what is 
sick and what is healthy. 
 

My prescription as doctor Heart, for if you work in the capitalist system: 3 times a 
day. 

3 times a day, at any random moment, you allow yourself to feel while working, or if 
it is too complicated to do this at the same time, you take a little break of a few minutes from 
work. Don’t be too far from the toilet when you start experimenting with this dose. If you 
manage to keep everything in, you can gradually – gradually, not too quick – raise the dose, 
to four, five times, and so on, ending up to a minimum of ten times. Then you can move on to 
stage two. You can ask your boss if it is actually moral what you’re all doing, in fact, the way 
you make your profits, when it is stripped from all pretence. But again, build it up gradually. 
First start with a little question, almost casually posed. Or, if this is still too scary, first pose 
‘the little question’ to your colleague – like: “I was wondering lately who’s doing the real 
work for us, actually, by which we make our money? Who are these people? I have no idea.” 

Feeling, consciously feeling, including the body, is, in the end, the best way to 
undermine the system, any system. The system doesn’t understand feeling. The system 
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doesn’t understand truth. The system doesn’t understand itself. The system is (part of) a Force 
that can be stopped and guided in another direction. If we feel and continue feeling we simply 
cannot continue on a way that is anti-life. 
 

Should people with heart really allow the heartless to rule and destroy the world? Is 
this allowing called tolerance, compassion, turning away, being afraid, feeling powerless, or 
what? 

One of the resources the Heart seems to be made of is tolerance. Should the heart be 
tolerant to an inhuman system that deafens, poisons, mutilates the Heart to the point that one 
cannot recognize it as the Heart any more? Should I as a father tolerate it that one of my 
children severely beats the other one into the hospital? Is that the beater’s responsibility? 
Should a father tolerate it when the same child destroys all the plants in the house? When it 
finds and plays with poison and spreads it throughout the house? When it kills the cat, 
because he has heard that the neighbour boy was willing to give him money for the corpse? 

Is this tolerance? Or stupidity and irresponsibility, to let the child rage on like this? 
Nowadays it has been common practice that the industry, trade and whatever branches 

of economy, are part of the consultative bodies that co-decide on the laws that should protect 
people, the population, against the worst excrescences of their acts. Because we’d like to give 
them our trust, we let our 3 year-old children decide if and when and how they clean up a bit 
of the deadly poison they play with, the poison that is lying too obviously on the walkways in 
the house, so that our guests might notice it and might judge us for this. 

Capitalists are retarded in an emotional respect – they’re not older than about 3 years 
old. They cannot feel yet (or any more) what other people feel who are affected by their acts. 
They treat animals like meat and human beings like labour force. 

We let these ‘children’ rule the world. 
How did it get this far? 
How many rhetoric questions do we need to finally say: stop, it is enough! We don’t 

need arguments any more, we’re fed up! It was an interesting experiment to let greed rule the 
world. But it gloriously failed. And now it is time to clear up the mess, and become human 
‘again’, respect the nature around us again, respect a single animal as an individual instead of 
as material or a resource for the meat-industry. It’s time to look in the eye of the animal, of 
the other. 

Is it human to create an inspection system to try to make sure that the serial killings of 
animals in the factories is taking place in a proper way, without contaminations, without too 
many risks for the eaters? 

There will be no system that can be called human without being in relation to the 
animal. 

Isn’t it time to be human, instead of being (part of) a system? Isn’t it time to 
acknowledge the fact that ‘the system’ is pressing us, suffocating us, suppressing our 
humanness? Isn’t it normally human to want to break out of this constraint, so that we can 
breathe again? 
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In this respect it’s not enough to merely think about possible and actual bad 
consequences of a system, but we better directly feel these in our heart. Once we feel again in 
our heart the pain that capitalism causes in the human being, it cannot delude us any more. 
The One Heart doesn’t lie. Only if the body is separated from the (greedy) mind, delusion is 
possible. 


